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ENEMY is a global artistic creation process on the relation to wars in  Europe . 

After ending a first long-term work called BARBARE on the countries belonging to the 
European Union from 2019 to 2022, the artists Mélodie Lasselin and Simon Capelle deal 
with the other countries of Europe with the aim of creating a work on peace and question 
the notion of the enemy.  
This show wants to interrogate the notion  
of peace in relation with the current and  
past conflicts of Europe. 

During the summer 2022, Mélodie Lasselin and 
Simon Capelle, in reaction to the war happening 
in Ukraine, decided to go to the Balkan countries 
in order to understand their post-conflict situation 
and the process of peace making. They met 
different people and organizations involved in the 
possibility of dialogue between communities and 
the construction of a common memory. Then they 
talked with militaries who participated in the 
direct aftermath of the war. 

We propose an ongoing conversation between 
traces of the war and words of peace. The 
audience is immersed in an intimate relation with 
the performers where the small details of a human 
life are sacred.    
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« the mountain told us to get our 
guns so as to have a voice,  

told us to cover our faces  
so as to have a face, 

told us to forget our names  
so as to be given a name,  

told us to protect our past  
so as to have a future.» 

COMANDANTE ANA MARIA 
AGUASCALIENTES, OVENTIC 1996 
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 BIOGRAPHIES  

ZONE —poème— is created in november 2016. This company offers 
multidisciplinary creations engaged in the contemporary world based 
on an exploration of territories. It is also a platform for 
experimentation, transmission, and research on the living arts. 

MÉLODIE LASSELIN  is dancer performer, 
and choreographer. She trained at theSchool 
of Ballet du Nord, the Ecole-Atelier Rudra-
Béjart and the Jeune Ballet International de 
Cannes. She then worked 4 years in Germany 
and as freelance performer and choreographer 
in Switzerland, Germany, Spain, Mexico, Cuba, 
Belgium and France. She obtained the state 
diploma of teacher. She is engaged in many 
companies and regularly participates in 
internships with Pascal Rambert, Jan Lauwers, 
Jean- Michel Rabeux, Lisbeth Gruwez, 
Annabelle Chambon et Cédric Charron. She 
works with Irène Kalbusch, Karima Mansour, 
Germaine Acogny, Olivier Dubois, Nacera 
Belaza.In her work, she conducts research 
around the sensitive body, trying to get as close 
as possible to the truth of the gesture and the 
sincerity of the interpretation. 

SIMON CAPELLE is an author, performer, 
and director, first learning classical and 
contemporary dance as well as music. He 
obtained a Masters in Theatrical Studies and a 
Masters in Contemporary Literature. Eager to 
train with great European directors, he takes 
part in numerous internships given by the 
Biennale College Teatro in Venice with Wajdi 
Mouawad, Pascal Rambert, Anne Bogart, Mark 
Ravenhill and Anna-Sophie Malher. In 2016, 
he published his play Pur with Editions La 
Fontaine and his first novel Tes eyes cosmos with 
Editions Belladone. His career is oriented 
towards performance and the relationship 
between live performance and plastic arts. He 
publishes in the Revue Ver(r)ue. And several of 
his texts are regularly published in the journal 
Frictions.  

CAMILLE DAGEN is a director and author.  
She studied at the ENS (Paris) in philosophy and 
theatre, then joined the TNS (Théâtre National de 
Strasbourg), acting section in 2014.  
She founded the structure Animal Architecte with 
Emma Depoid in 2017 in Strasbourg, based on 
the desire to develop hybrid forms involving a 
dialogue between stage dramaturgy, writing and 
scenographic and technical devices. Camille 
Dagen also works as an actor and performer for 
Julien Gosselin, Joris Lacoste, Vanessa Larré, 
Damien Houssier and Sylvain Creuzevault.

Oracle is the first piece of the company created in 2018 then revived in 2020 for 
the festival Le Grand Bain of the Gymnase, CDCN of Roubaix. BARBARE 
European Museum of Translation presents performances at the Vivat, at the 
Festival Latitudes Contemporaines, at the Oiseau-Mouche, as well as in-situ in 
the Hauts-de-France region. In 2022 the creation BARBARE (odyssées) is created 
at the cabaret de curiosities of the phénix, national scene of Valenciennes. 
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ENEMY (a peace conference) 

Co-production: 
Occitanie en scène, The Parvis scène nationale Tarbes, 
Sardegna Teatro, L'Arboreto - Teatro Dimora di 
Mondaino (Stronger Peripheries program - Creative 
Europe), Ballet du Nord - CCN Roubaix 
Partners:  
La Chambre d'eau, Artemrede (Portugal), Bunker 
(Slovenia), Centrul Cultural Clujean (Romania), 
Consorci Transversal Warwa D'activitats culturals 
(Spain), University of Arts of Belgrad (Serbia), 
University Institute of Lisboa (Portugal), PCAI 
Awareness Raising (Greece), Pergine Spettacolo Aperto 
(Italy), POGON (Croatia), Pro Progressione (Hungary), 
University of Barcelona (Spain) 
Supports:  
French Institut + City of Lille 
French Institut + Region Hauts-de-France 
French Institut + Lille European Metropole
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